Total Resource Campaign
2019

Thank you...
for your interest in supporting the Bismarck Mandan Chamber EDC through the
various marketing opportunities we have to offer. On the following pages, you
will find more information on all of the Chamber’s events, programs, and advertising opportunities. Please note that the availability is limited.
Contact the Bismarck Mandan Chamber EDC to find out sponsorship availability.
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About
TRC
The Bismarck Mandan
Chamber EDC launched its
first Total Resource Campaign in September 2008.

Why a Total Resource Campaign?
The TRC is a vehicle for the Chamber EDC to become more efficient in a number of ways.
First, it is a way for our members to see the breadth of the opportunities available
through the Chamber EDC and cherry-pick the programs that are most profitable for
your business. Second, it allows the Chamber EDC staff to focus on programming and
providing services throughout the year. Third, it allows our Chamber EDC to effectively
plan and strategize for the upcoming year.

How will the Chamber use the money raised in the TRC?
The money raised is utilized for the operating expenses of the Chamber EDC. The
Chamber EDC has two revenue sources: member dues and non-dues revenue (events
and marketing). This helps fund member services as well as staff salaries and Chamber
EDC operating expenses. The budget of the Chamber EDC has not changed; we’re just
trying to be more efficient in how we manage our budget and your time.

How do I know what sponsorships are available?
Our staff is working hard on contacting all members about their TRC opportunities. If
you have not been contacted quite yet, call us at the Chamber EDC and we will have
someone contact you as soon as possible.
We have addressed the most common questions we’ve heard from our businesses and
volunteers. If you have other questions, please contact Shay Peterson at 223-5660 or
speterson@bmcedc.com Your feedback is essential for future campaign improvement
and we appreciate receiving it.
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Impact Sponsor Program:
New for 2018 is the introduction of the Chamber EDC’S Impact Sponsor program.
The Bismarck Mandan Chamber EDC features a variety of events and programming options for members that
provide opportunities for professional development, engagement and networking. Chamber EDC programming is
made possible through our member sponsors and their involvement ensures that Chamber EDC events are relevant
and impactful to our 1,300 members throughout Bismarck-Mandan.
Impact Sponsors are a sector of members that provide significant support above and beyond their initial
membership investment to encourage and enhance the ongoing advocacy, economic development and engagement
initiatives of the Bismarck Mandan Chamber EDC. In recognition of their substantial investment in Chamber EDC
initiatives, Impact Sponsors receive valuable promotional opportunities and benefits to advance their organization.
As Bismarck-Mandan continues to develop, the ongoing collaboration between the Chamber EDC, Impact Sponsors
and their fellow members will contribute to the success of Bismarck-Mandan and our region.
To learn more, please contact Shay Peterson at speterson@bmcedc.com or by calling the Chamber EDC at 701-2235660.
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Goal One:
Be the Recognized Policy Advocates for Businesses in the Region
As the region continues to grow and thrive, the Bismarck Mandan Chamber EDC must be the trusted advocate
for pro-business policies, and support efficient and effective government with sound public policy and political
programs. It must also hold government entities and officials accountable for policies and programs which hinder
business growth and development in the region. The Chamber EDC must capitalize on its location in the Capital City
and be influential at local, state and federal levels; and be an effective team player in a variety of coalitions.
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Celebrate Bismarck-Mandan
September 2019

This is the premier small business recognition event of the year! Awards to be bestowed are: The Granite
Award, The Small Business Person of the Year Award, The Mike Fink Award for Steady Growth and Profitability,
The New Entrepreneur of the Year Award, and The Golden Eagle Award. We also publicly recognize the
Outstanding Teachers of the Year. Help us show appreciation and congratulations during a luncheon in honor
of our award winners. Join over 500 of your fellow Chamber EDC Members for this memorable event.

Presenting Sponsor - $3,500 - 1 of 1 available
• One to Three tables of eight, in a prime location, featuring company logo to reserve seating
• Company logo featured on signage during the event
• Premier logo recognition in the invitation, in the event program, in the Connection business magazine,
and in the ChamberEDCLink email
• Premier banner placement on dedicated event email
• One full page, inside cover company advertisement in event program

Gold Sponsor - $2,000 - 6 of 6 available
• One to two tables of eight, in a prime location, featuring company name to reserve seating
• Company logo featured on signage during the event
• Logo recognition in the invitation, in the event program, in the Connection business magazine,
and in the ChamberEDCLink email
• Logo on dedicated email

Award Sponsor - $1,400 - 2 of 2 available
• One table of eight
• Company logo featured on signage during the event
• Logo recognition in the invitation, in the event program, in the Connection business magazine,
and in the ChamberEDCLink email
• Logo on dedicated email

Table Sponsor - $450 - 18 of 18 available
• One table of eight
• Name recognition in the invitation, in the event program, in the Connection business magazine,
and in the ChamberEDCLink email
• Name featured on signage during event

Event Sponsor - $300 - Unlimited
• Four tickets to attend the event (does not include reserved seating)
• Name recognition in the invitation, in the event program, in the Connection business magazine, and in the
ChamberEDCLink email
• Name featured on signage during event
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Economic Outlook Forum
March 13, 2019

Throughout the year, various national issues are tracked by the Chamber EDC to keep our Members in-the know.
Join us for our half-day forum to listen to relevant speakers on multiple topics such as energy, technology,
agriculture, healthcare or manufacturing and to learn more about the global and local strengths and issues. We will
finish the forum with a luncheon keynote economist speaker and share our local economy survey results. This will be
one of our Premier events, attracting around 400 of your fellow members. Don’t miss what’s hot in 2019!

Presenting Sponsor - $5,000 - 1 of 1 available
• Three tables of eight, in a prime location, featuring company name to reserve seating
• Premier Logo recognition in the event program, in the Connection business magazine and ChamberEDCLink email
• Premier logo on dedicated event email
• Company featured on signage during the event
• In addition, you have the opportunity to introduce speakers

Gold Sponsor - $1,000 - 4 of 4 available
• Two tables of eight, in a prime location, featuring company name to reserve seating
• Logo recognition in the event program, in the Connection business magazine and ChamberEDCLink email
• Logo recognition on all promotional materials
• Logo on dedicated event email
• Company featured on signage during the event

Table Sponsor - $425 - 18 of18 available
• One table of eight, featuring company name to reserve seating
• Name recognition in the event program, in the Connection business magazine and ChamberEDCLink email
• Name recognition on all promotional materials
• Company featured on signage during the event
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State of the Cities Breakfast
November 2019

During this annual event we have the opportunity to hear from our communities’ two Mayors. Each takes time to
talk about the previous year, as well as about what we can expect in Bismarck-Mandan for the coming years. This
informative networking event is a must for anyone wanting to be “in the know” about where we live, work and play.
Join over 300 of your fellow Chamber EDC Members for breakfast with our Mayors!

Presenting Sponsor - $1,750 - 2 of 2 available
• Two tables of eight, in a prime location, featuring company name to reserve seating
• Premier logo recognition, in the event program, in the Connection business magazine,
and in the ChamberEDCLink email
• Company’s premier logo on signage during the event

Gold Sponsor - $1,000 - 6 of 6 available
• One table of eight, in a prime location, featuring company name to reserve seating
• Logo recognition in the event program, in the Connection business magazine,
and in the ChamberEDCLink email
• Company logo featured on signage during the event

Event Sponsor - $400 - Unlimited
• Four tickets in a prime location (does not include reserved seating)
• Logo recognition in the event program, in the Connection business magazine,
and in the ChamberEDCLink email
• Company logo featured on signage during the event

Table Sponsor - $375 - 20 of 20 available
• One table of eight, featuring company name to reserve seating
• Name recognition in the event program, in the Connection business magazine,
and in the ChamberEDCLink email
• Name recognition featured on signage during the event
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Goal Two:
Build Visionary Leaders for the Region
The Bismarck Mandan Chamber EDC is in a unique position to enhance leadership in a number of distinct but overlapping realms – business, community, political, civic, and volunteer. With leadership in both thought and action,
the vision of a more prosperous Bismarck-Mandan can be realized.
Strategies
• Encourage the development of new and existing community leaders through the Chamber EDC
Leadership Program
• Address the workforce development challenge as a thought leader and catalyst for solutions
• Engage and partner with the Young Professionals Network
• Grow and enhance youth entrepreneur programs
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Lemonade Day Bismarck-Mandan
June 2019

Lemonade Day is a national, experiential learning program that teaches youth how to start, own and operate their
own business -- a lemonade stand! The most important objective is to empower community youth to take ownership of their lives and become productive members of society. Lemonade Day is a strategic 14-step process that
walks youth from a dream to a business plan, while teaching them the same principles required to start any big
company. Inspiring kids to work hard and make a profit, they are also taught to spend some, save some and share
some by giving back to their community. Lemonade Day will spark the spirit of entrepreneurship and empower
youth to set goals, work hard, and achieve their dreams!

Main Squeeze Sponsorship- $2,500 - 2 of 2 Available
• Premier logo placement on Bismarck-Mandan Lemonade Day website
• Premier logo placement on Lemonade Day backpacks and workbooks
• Recognition in all media releases
• Premier Logo recognition in ChamberEDClink email, Connection business magazine and social media
• Sponsor can include flyer or other small handout or item in the backpack, relevant to lemonade day
• Option to host/lead a Lemonade Day stand(s) at organization site
• Option to be a judge at the best tasting, and best stand contests

Fresh Squeeze Sponsorship-$1,000 - 4 of 4 Available
• Logo placement on the Lemonade Day backpacks and workbooks
• Logo placement on Bismarck-Mandan Lemonade Day website
• Logo placement in ChamberEDClink email, Connection business magazine and social media
• Sponsor can include flyer or other small handout or item in the backpack, relevant to lemonade day
• Option to host/lead a Lemonade Day stand(s) at organization site
• Option to be a judge at the best tasting, and best stand contests

Lemonhead Sponsorship- $500 - 20 of 20 Available
• Name recognition on Lemonade Day Website
• Name recognition on Lemonade Day backpacks and workbooks
• Name recognition in ChamberEDClink email, Connection business magazine and social media
• Option to host/lead a Lemonade Day stand(s) at organization site
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Leadership Bismarck-Mandan Program
Bismarck-Mandan’s future is directly tied to the quality of our leadership. Our community needs people who
are informed about local issues, who are willing to stand up for community action, and who are effective in
serving on volunteer committees and organizations. Leadership is a 9 month program for which 15 -18
participants are selected to strengthen their leadership skills, to broaden their understanding of local issues,
and to connect and build relationships with community leaders, while gaining skills and opportunities to help them
serve both in the community and as a leader. Issue Day sessions are held every other week throughout the fall and
winter. Some of the topics covered are local issues, economic development, human services, legislature, education,
health, faith, ethics and values, diversity/communications, agriculture, and energy.

Presenting Sponsor - $2,500 - 1 of 1 available
• Premier logo recognition at class graduation, Issue Days, and on all promotional materials
• One table of eight at the Graduation Luncheon held in May of 2018
• Recognition in the Connection business magazine

Gold Sponsor - $1,500 - 3 of 3 available
• Logo recognition at class graduation, Issue Days, and on all promotional materials
• Four tickets to attend the Graduation Luncheon held in May of 2018
• Recognition in the Connection business magazine

Program Sponsor - $500 - 10 of 10 available
• Name recognition at class graduation, Issue Days, and on all promotional materials
• Two tickets to attend the Graduation Luncheon held in May of 2018
• Recognition in the Connection business magazine

Graduation Luncheon
May 22, 2019

Table Sponsor - $275 - 10 of 10 available
• One table of eight, featuring company name to reserve seating
• Name recognition on all promotional materials
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Outstanding Teacher of the Year
September 2018 - May 2019
The Bismarck Mandan Chamber EDC patrons the Outstanding Teacher Award to recognize
educators, in the Bismarck and Mandan areas, for their accomplishments in the teaching field. Awards
are presented during Teacher Appreciation Month in May. Help us strengthen the bridge between the
business community and the education community with your support!

Presenting Sponsor - $550 - 0 of 1 available
• Premier logo recognition at the presentation, in the Connection business magazine, and
in the ChamberEDCLink email

Award Sponsor - $150 - 2 of 2 available
• Logo recognition at the presentations, in the Connection business magazine, and
in the ChamberEDCLink email
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Student Chamber EDC
October 2018 - April 2019
This dynamic group of high school Juniors and Seniors operate as Board of Directors throughout the
school year. Two representatives from each school meet once per month to learn about the different
facets of the business community and to participate in local issues. They also volunteer to help out at
multiple Chamber events throughout the year. They are well on the way to becoming our next generation
of community leaders!

Presenting Sponsor - $500 - 2 of 2 available
• Premier logo recognition at orientation, in the Connection business magazine, and in the
ChamberEDCLink email
• Includes the opportunity for group interaction by giving a tour of your business or
visiting a monthly meeting

Program Sponsor - $250 - Unlimited
• Logo recognition at orientation, in the Connection business magazine, and in the
ChamberEDCLink email
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Goal Three:
Ensure the Region’s Future Prosperity
The Bismarck-Mandan region continues to grow and develop as a desirable place to live, work, raise a family and
start a new business. The Chamber EDC is a trusted advocate and leader for prosperity in the region, and works
with like-minded organizations to actively chart a course for the region’s future. The vision of a strong business
community, working together with other community leaders, will lead the way to a dynamic, vibrant and growing
Bismarck-Mandan region.
Strategies
• Foster and advocate for a regulatory process that promotes the regional marketplace as business friendly
• Actively support the continued growth of Mandan and Bismarck by participating in current efforts and development of new initiatives
• Support and participate in local community comprehensive infrastructure and transportation
planning
• Collaborate with local organizations and businesses to identify and engage area workforce
development issues
• Promote the resources, connections and opportunities for community engagement available through the
Chamber
• Embrace the advantages of being located in the Capital City region
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CHAMBER CONNECTION
2018 Rate Card & Contract

The Chamber Connection is the official business magazine of the Bismarck-Mandan. The Chamber Connection is
mailed to more than 5,300 Bismarck-Mandan businesses and emailed to 2,400 area professionals each month,
providing your organization an affordable and effective way to promote throughout Bismarck-Mandan and
the surrounding communities.

All ads will print with complimentary full color.
Package your print ad with an online ad and receive a discount.
RATES

One Month

Three Months

Six Months

12 Months

Full Page

$1070

$1020

$960

$860

Half Page

$650

$620

$560

$520

Third Page

$430

$410

$380

$350

Quarter Page

$340

$330

$310

$280

SPECS

PREMIER PLACEMENT

12 MONTHS

Full Page

8.5 x 11 w/ .25” Bleed

Page 2

1/2 Page $580

Half Vertical

3.75 x 10

Back Page

$445

Half Horizontal

7.875 x 5.1

D
OLPage
SPerks

$420

Quarter

3.75 x 4.4

Ribbon Cutting

$420

Third Vertical

2.5 x 10

Inside Back Cover

1/2 Page $580

Third Horizontal

7.875 x 3

Full Page $890

Business Name: ___________________________________

Contact: ________________________________________

Ad Size: ____________

Term: _____________

Issues: January

Ad Orientation: ______________

February

March

April

May

June

Signature:_______________________________________

July

August

September

Date:______________

Rate: _____________________
October

November

December

Total:____________________

Bismarck-Mandan Chamber of Commerce | 1640 Burnt Boat Drive, Bismarck | 701-223-5660 | 701-255-6125 (fax)

ONLINE ADVERTISING
2018 Rate Card & Contract

CHAMBERLINK E-NEWSLETTER
The ChamberLink E-Newsletter goes out every Tuesday afternoon around 3:00pm. It is emailed to over
2,400 business professionals in the Bismarck-Mandan community, providing your organization an affordable
and effective way to promote throughout Bismarck-Mandan and the surrounding communities.
The ChamberLink is the Chamber’s best way to keep the Members up-to-date on the latest Chamber news
and upcoming events.
TERM

RATES

Two-Week Run

$130

Monthly

$230

Bi-Weekly (every other week for 26 weeks)

$1,500

Weekly (every week for 52 weeks)

$2,650

CHAMBERLINK PREMIER PLACEMENT

12 WEEKS (3 MOS)

24 WEEKS (6 MOS)

52 WEEKS (12MOS)

$1,050

$1,850

$2,950

Premier Placement (1 of 1 available)

ChamberLink E-News Advertising
ChamberLink banner ads are sold on a weekly basis
and can be linked to a member’s business website
or e-mail address.

Banner Dimensions
8.889” wide by 2.167” high
RGB color mode
150 dpi
.jpg format

Contract Terms
• Ad copy should be sent to rrattei@bismancc.com.
• Contracts canceled during the contracted term will be invoiced at the appropriate rate for the remainder of the contract.
• Disk ready ads must be in RBG color mode
• Disk ready ads must be in .jpg format
• Disk ready ads must be 72 dpi for website banners and 150 dpi for ChamberLink banners
• All fonts must be outlined and all links embedded.

Business Name ______________________________

Contact ___________________________

Ad Placement _______________________________

Rate _________

Term ___________

Signature __________________________________

Date _________

Total ___________

Bismarck-Mandan Chamber of Commerce | 1640 Burnt Boat Drive, Bismarck | 701-223-5660 | 701-225-6125 (fax)

Workforce Summit
Fall/Winter 2019

Uniting leading Bismarck-Mandan employers, human resource executives, and educators to explore workforce
solutions and provide resources to acquire in-demand talent. This conference will provide insight into practices in
other states, state/local program education, attracting the next generation of talent, early career coaching,
legislation impacting workforce development, employer involvement, and internships/job shadowing programs.

Presenting Sponsor - $2,250 - 1 of 1 available
• Two tables of eight, in a prime location, featuring company name to reserve seating
• Premier logo recognition in the event program, in the Connection business
magazine and ChamberEDCLink email
• Company’s premier logo on signage during the event
• Premier logo featured in dedicated event email

Gold Sponsor - $1,000 - 4 of 4 available
• One table of eight, in a prime location, featuring company name to reserve seating
• Logo recognition in the event program, in the Connection business magazine,
and in the ChamberEDCLink email
• Company logo featured on signage during the event
• Logo featured in dedicated event email

Workshop Sponsor - $750 – 3 of 3 Available
• Marketing booth in workshop session lobby
• Opportunity to introduce workshop moderators
• Admission for four in a prime location (does not include reserved seating)
• Logo recognition in the invitation, in the event program, in the Connection business magazine,
and in the ChamberEDCLink email
• Company logo featured on signage during the event

Silver Sponsor - $750 – 4 of 4 Available
• Four tickets in a prime location (does not include reserved seating)
• Logo recognition in the invitation, in the event program, in the Chamber
Connection business magazine, and in the ChamberLink email
• Company logo featured on signage during the event

Table Sponsor - $300 – 20 of 20 Available
• One table of eight, featuring company name to reserve seating
• Name recognition in the announcement, Chamber Connection business magazine and ChamberEDClink email

Exhibitor Sponsor - $200 – 5 of 5 Available
• Opportunity to have an 8’x8’ booth space to promote your organization to attendees
• Admission for two in a prime location (does not include reserved seating)
• Name recognition in the event program, Connection business magazine and ChamberEDCLink email
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Economic Development Luncheon
Spring 2019

An annual event showcasing the economic development efforts of the Bismarck Mandan Chamber EDC and
highlighting progress in the community. Featuring a keynote or panel discussion focused on economic development.

Presenting Sponsor - $2,000 - 2 of 2 Available
• Two tables of eight, in a prime location, featuring company name to reserve seating
• Premier logo recognition in the event program, in the Connection business magazine
and ChamberEDCLink email
• Company’s premier logo on signage during the event

Gold Sponsor - $1,000 - 4 of 4 available
• One tables of eight, in a prime location, featuring company name to reserve seating
• Logo recognition in the event program, in the Connection business magazine
and ChamberEDCLink email
• Company’s premier logo on signage during the event

Event Sponsor - $500 - Unlimited
• Four tickets to the event (does not include reserved seating)
•Logo recognition in th event program, in the Connection business magazine,
and in the ChamberEDClink email
•Company logo featured on signage during the event

Table Sponsor - $300 - 20 of 20 available
• One table of eight, featuring company name to reserve seating
•Logo recognition in th event program, in the Connection business magazine,
and in the ChamberEDClink email
•Company logo featured on signage during the event
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Economic Development Focus Roundtable
Spring/Fall 2019

A bi-annual discussion providing insight on specific economic development topics and trends.

Presenting Sponsor - $750* - 3 of 3 available
• Registration for four attendees
• Premier logo recognition in the event program, in the Connection business magazine and ChamberLink email
• Company’s premier logo on signage during the event
*Includes both Spring and Fall sessions
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Goal Four:
Ensure Organizational Excellence to Lead in the Region’s Economic Growth
The Bismarck Mandan Chamber EDC is a high-performing organization that is both well respected and recognized
locally and statewide. With such a grand opportunity facing the region, an even higher level of sophistication is
needed to excel at Chamber initiatives.
Strategies
• Generate a Return on Investment that will ensure a high rate of Member retention and growth
• Provide unparalleled programming and events to Chamber EDC Members
• Refine current Chamber committee structure to maximize effectiveness and influence
• Continue to improve Member services and experience through the development and recognition of Staff
• Ensure organizational viability through financial sustainability
• Maximize and maintain the Chamber EDC’s major assets – staff and facility
• Establish a process to ensure a strong, knowledgeable, engaged Board of Directors
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Annual Dinner
January 24, 2019

Be a part of Bismarck-Mandan’s premier event where we will celebrate our accomplishments of
2017. We will also give our members a look toward what the coming year will bring to the BismarckMandan business community. This prestigious evening is full of fun, socializing, awards, and
recognition. Come and enjoy spending the evening with over 1,000 of your fellow Chamber EDC Members.
It’s a night to remember!

Presenting Sponsor - $3,750 – 3 of 3 available
• Two tables of eight, in a prime location, featuring company name to reserve seating, and
two bottles of wine per table
• Each guest will be invited to attend our special V.I.P reception
• Recognition from the podium and on the signage during the event
• Premier logo recognition in the invitation, event program, ChamberEDCLink email, premier
dedicated email, and in the Connection business magazine promotional ad near the event spread

Entertainment Sponsor - $3,000 – 4 of 4 available
• Two tables of eight, in a prime location, featuring company name to reserve seating, and
two bottles of wine per table
• Each guest will be invited to attend our special V.I.P Sponsor reception
• Recognition from the podium and on the signage during the event
• Logo recognition in the invitation, event program, ChamberEDCLink email, premier dedicated
email, and in the Connection business magazine promotional ad near the event spread
• Logo recognition on event dedicated email

Gold Sponsor - $3,000 – 8 of 8 available
• Two tables of eight, in a prime location, featuring company name to reserve seating, and
two bottles of wine per table
• Each guest will be invited to attend our special V.I.P Sponsor reception
• Recognition from the podium and on the signage during the event.
• Logo recognition in the invitation, event program, ChamberEDCLink email, premier dedicated
email, and in the Connection business magazine promotional ad near the event spread
• Logo recognition on event dedicated email

Silver Sponsor - $1,750 – 12 of 12 available
• One table of eight, in a prime location, featuring company name to reserve seating, and
two bottles of wine per table
• Each guest will be invited to attend our special V.I.P. Sponsor reception
• Recognition from the podium and on the signage during the event
• Name recognition in the invitation, event program, ChamberEDCLink email,
and in the Connection business magazine promotional ad near the event spread
• Name recognition on event dedicated email

Table Sponsor - $750 - 75 of 75 available
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• One table of eight, featuring company name to reserve seating
• Name recognition in the invitation, event program, ChamberEDCLink email, premier dedicated
email, and in the Connection business magazine promotional ad near the event spread

Brats with the Brave
September 2019

In honor service men and women, the Military Affairs Task Force hosts Brats with the Brave. This is a
wonderful opportunity for the business community and the community as a whole to show their support
and appreciation of the men and women who so bravely serve our country. There is no charge to attend
the event and businesses are encouraged to offer up their military discounts during the lunch. The armed
services not only support our community through safety, but they are a large part of the local economy as
well.

Presenting Sponsor - $1,000 - 1 of 1 available
• One display table at the event
• Premier Logo recognition in the announcement, in the Connection newsletter, in the ChamberEDCLink email,
and on the signage used during the event

Lunch Sponsor - $500 - 9 of 10 available
• One display table at the event
• Logo recognition in the announcement, in the Connection newsletter, in the ChamberEDCLink email,
and on the signage used during the event

Event Supporter - $250 - Unlimited
• Name recognition in the announcement, in the Connection
newsletter, and on the signage used during the event
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Chamber EDC101: Maximize your Membership
Quarterly: February, May, August, November 2019

Whether they are a brand new member, a long-standing member or just want to learn more about their
membership this is their event. Chamber EDC membership staff will provide an overview of programs,
benefits, committee involvement and other opportunities on how to maximize their membership.

Presenting Sponsor -$1200 - 1 of 1
• Premier logo recognition in the Connection business magazine
• Premier logo recognition in the ChamberEDCLink email
• Premier logo recognition on the Chamber social media outlets
• Premier logo recognition on signage used at Chamber EDC 101
• Opportunity to set out information and provide promotional logo items for attendees
• Opportunity to speak to attendees about your business or organization
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Fridays at the Chamber EDC
During the summer months, we would like to invite our Chamber EDC Members to join us for our
member appreciation lunch on the Chamber patio one Friday a month in June, August, and September.
It is a fun and informal way to network, while enjoying the beautiful view! Burgers, brats and refreshments will be
provided FREE of charge to all attendees this year! Don’t miss out on one of our highlights of the summer!

Presenting Sponsor - Summer 2019 - $1,500 - 1 of1 available
• Premier Logo recognition in the Connection business magazine, in the ChamberEDCLink email,
and on the signage used during the event

Lunch Sponsor – June 2019 - $250 - 3 of 3 available
• Logo recognition in the Connection business magazine, in the ChamberEDCLink email,
and on the signage used during the event

Lunch Sponsor – August 2019 - $250 - 3 of 3 available
• Logo recognition in the Connection business magazine, in the ChamberEDCLink email,
and on the signage used during the event

Lunch Sponsor – September 2019 - $250 - 3 of 3 available
• Logo recognition in the Connection business magazine, in the ChamberEDCLink email,
and on the signage used during the event
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Golf Scramble
June 10, 2019

One of our signature events, the Chamber EDC Annual Golf Scramble, is guaranteed to be a good time! This is
a four-person scramble with a shotgun start. Sign up as a team or individually to be placed on a team. All
players must be registered in advance, as the number of players is limited to about 125. Sponsors are free to
giveaway prizes, hold contests, display products, and dress up in your best golf outfits!

Presenting Sponsor - $3,200 - 1 of 1 available
• Eight individual player entries (includes green fees and golf cart, lunch and dinner for team
members, use of the driving range for warm-up, and the chance to win door prizes)
• Premier logo recognition in the ChamberEDCLink email, premier dedicated email, and in the
Connection business magazine promotional ad near the event spread
• One hole sponsorship (includes sign with company name at the tee box)
• Option to have prize giveaways at your hole
• Four additional free lunch tickets and four additional free dinner tickets (can be given to non-players)

Gold Sponsor - $1,350 - 2 of 2 available
• Four individual player entries (includes green fees and golf cart, lunch and dinner for team
members, use of the driving range for warm-up, and the chance to win door prizes)
• Logo recognition ChamberEDCLink email, premier dedicated
email, and in the Connection business magazine promotional ad near the event spread
• One hole sponsorship (includes sign with company name at the tee box)
• Option to have contests and prize giveaways at your hole
• Two additional free lunch tickets and two additional free dinner tickets (can be given to non-players)

Drink Cart Sponsor - $1,000 - 1 of 1 available
• Two player entries (includes green fees and golf cart, lunch and dinner for team members,
use of the driving range for warm-up, and the chance to win door prizes)
• Name recognition in the ChamberEDCLink email, premier dedicated email, and in the
Connection business magazine promotional ad near the event spread
• Two additional free lunch tickets and two additional free dinner tickets (can be given to non-players)

Hole Sponsor - $800 - 17 of 17 available
• One hole sponsorship (includes a sign with the company name at the tee box.)
• Two player entries (includes green fees and golf cart, lunch and dinner for team members,
use of the driving range for warm-up, and the chance to win door prizes)
• Name recognition in the ChamberEDCLink email, premier dedicated email, and in the Connection
business magazine promotional ad near the event spread
• Option to have contest and prize giveaways at your hole
• Two additional free lunch tickets and two additional free dinner tickets (can be given to non-players)
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Driving Range/Chipping Sponsor - $800 - 1 of 1 available
• Two player entries (includes green fees and golf cart, lunch and dinner for team
members, use of the driving range for warm-up, and the chance to win door prizes)
• Name recognition in the ChamberEDCLink email, premier dedicated email, and in the Connection
business magazine promotional ad near the event spread
• Option to have contests and prize giveaways on putting green
• Two additional free lunch tickets and two additional free dinner tickets (can be given to non-players)

Putting Green Sponsor - $800 - 1 of 1 available
• Two player entries (includes green fees and golf cart, lunch and dinner for team
members, use of the driving range for warm-up, and the chance to win door prizes)
• Name recognition in the ChamberEDCLink email, premier dedicated email, and in the Connection
business magazine promotional ad near the event spread
• Option to have contests and prize giveaways on putting green
• Two additional free lunch tickets and two additional free dinner tickets (can be given to non-players)

Lunch/Dinner Reception Sponsor - $750 - 2 of 2 available
• Two player entries (includes green fees and golf cart, lunch and dinner for team
members, use of the driving range for warm-up, and the chance to win door prizes)
• Name recognition in the ChamberEDCLink email, premier dedicated email, and in the
Connection business magazine promotional ad near the event spread
• Two additional free lunch tickets and two additional free dinner tickets (can be given to non-players)

Golf Cart Sponsor - $750 - 1 of1 available
• Name recognition in the ChamberEDCLink email, premier dedicated email, and in the Connection
business magazine promotional ad near the event spread
• Two player entries (includes green fees and golf cart, lunch and dinner for team members,
use of the driving range for warm-up, and the chance to win door prizes)
• You may post a business banner and display, have employees present, and have contests
and prize giveaways
• Two free lunch tickets and two free dinner tickets

Tee Prize Sponsor - $700 - 2 of 2 available
• Name recognition in the ChamberEDCLink email, premier dedicated email, and in the Connection
business magazine promotional ad near the event spread
• You may post a business banner and display, have employees present, and have contests
and prize giveaways
• Two free lunch tickets and two free dinner tickets
• Prize responsibility for number of golfers
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Harvest Mixer
October 2019

Join the Agriculture Committee, local commodity groups and over 150 of your fellow Chamber EDC Members
for the annual Harvest Mixer in October 2018! Unwind after work with good food and great conversation.
There’s no charge to attend and this is your chance to meet local agriculture professionals and business
prospects while browsing booths set up with the latest information. Door prizes and demonstrations
make this an event not to miss!

Presenting Sponsor - $1,500 - 1 of 1 available
• One booth space
• Option to give door prizes and logo items away throughout the event
• Premier Logo recognition in the Connection business magazine, in the ChamberEDCLink email,
and on the signage used during the event

Gold Sponsor - $750 - 2 of 2 available
• One booth space
• Option to give door prizes and logo items away throughout the event
• Logo recognition in the Connection business magazine, ChamberLink email,
and on the signage used during the event

Business Sponsor - $200 - Unlimited
• One booth space
• Option to give door prizes and logo items away throughout the event
• Name recognition in the Connection business magazine, ChamberEDCLink email,
and on the signage used during the event
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Holiday Mixer
December 11, 2018

One of our Biggest Signature Events of the Year, the Holiday Mixer will “wow” you with its festive atmosphere
and jolly attitude! Nearly 1500 people walk through a maze of almost 75 Chamber EDC Member booths and
displays set up at the Bismarck Event Center. Wonderful food, drinks and prizes make this event well worth
the $5 admission. Join us to get in the holiday spirit!

Presenting Sponsor - $5,000 - 1 of 1 available
• 70’ x 50’ showcase
• Option to give door prizes and logo items away throughout the event
• Twelve tickets for booth attendees to enter the event
• Premier Logo recognition in the Connection business magazine, and in the ChamberEDCLink email
• Premier banner placement in dedicated event email

Gold Sponsor - $2,000 - 2 of 2 available
• 20’ x 20’ showcase
• Option to give door prizes and logo items away throughout the event
• Eight tickets for booth attendees to enter the event
• Logo recognition in the Connection business magazine, and in the ChamberEDCLink email
• Logo recognition in dedicated event email

Silver Sponsor - $1,000 - 6 of 6 available
• Two booth spaces
• Option to give door prizes and logo items away throughout the event
• Eight tickets for booth attendees to enter the event
• Logo recognition in the Connection business magazine, and in the ChamberEDCLink email
• Logo recognition in dedicated event email

Networking Sponsor - $550 - 2 of 2 available
• One booth space
• Option to give door prizes and logo items away throughout the event
• Four tickets for booth attendees to enter the event
• Name recognition in the Connection business magazine, and in the ChamberEDCLink email
• Signage near music and social seating space

Booth Sponsor - $400 - 150 of 150 available
• One booth space
• Option to give door prizes and logo items away throughout the event
• Four tickets for booth attendees to enter the event
• Name recognition in the Connection business magazine, and in the ChamberEDCLink email
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Lounge Sponsor - $550 - 2 of 2 available
• Name recognition in the Connection business magazine, in the ChamberEDClink
email, and on the signage during the event
• Option to design table tents (design help and printing provided by the Chamber) or provide center pieces

Holiday Hall Sponsor - $650 - 1 of 1 available
• Logo recognition in the Connection business magazine, in the ChamberEDClink
email, and on the signage during the event
• Company recognition on Holiday Hall walkway
• Option to give door prizes and log items away throughout the event
• Option to introduce entertainment
*Option to add booth for $300
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Membership Mixers
Feature your business to our Chamber EDC membership by hosting 100-120 of your fellow Members at your
business or at the location of your choice! This monthly event is one of the most popular events offered
by the Chamber EDC and is sure to give you the positive exposure you are looking for! This is a great event to
showcase how spectacular your business is… while having a great time.

January 2019 Mixer Host - $775 - 0 of 1 Available
February 2019 Mixer Host - $775 - 0 of 1 Available
March 2019 Mixer Host - $775 - 0 of 1 Available
April 2019 Mixer Host - $775 - 0 of 1 Available
May 2019 Mixer Host - $775 - 0 of 1 Available
June 2019 Mixer Host - $775 - 0 of 1 Available
August 2019 Mixer Host - $775 - 0 of 1 Available
September 2019 Mixer Host - $775 - 0 of 1 available
October 2019 Mixer Host - $775 - 0 of 1 available
November 2019 Mixer Host - $775 - 0 of 1 Available
• Showcase your business to Chamber EDC Members
• Have your business logo appear on the announcement to the membership
• Receive publicity in the Connection business magazine (5400 circulation) and the
ChamberEDCLink email (2300 circulation) before and after the event.

Sponsor Responsibilities:
• Choose date with the Chamber EDC staff
• Provide appetizers for 100-120 people
• Provide cash bar or complimentary beverages
• Choose a location (this can be anywhere you choose, including your business)
• Invite your customers and VIP clients

Chamber EDC Responsibilities:
• Send out an event announcement to Chamber EDC Members
• Take all registrations and RSVP’s
• Provide name tags
• Coordinate date and time with sponsor
• Provide greeters at the event event28
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Sporting Clays Shootout
August 2019

This outdoor event is great fun for our members, from the casual shooter to those with serious shooting skills.
There will be games, door-prizes, lunch and more! With nearly 100 individuals, this event is a
wonderful networking opportunity and a chance to treat loyal clients and staff to a fun time.

Presenting Sponsor - $1,500 - 1 of 1 available
• Six individual entries (includes sporting clays, shot gun shells for each flurry, lunch, and a chance to win door
prizes)
• Premier logo recognition in the Connection business magazine, in the ChamberEDCLink email,
and on the signage used during the event
• Logo displayed at event game
• Individual participants receive goggles and shotgun caddy

Long Range Sponsor - $1000 - 4 of 4 available
• Five individual entries (includes sporting clays, shot gun shells for each flurry, lunch,
and a chance to win door prizes)
• Logo recognition in the Connection business magazine in the ChamberEDCLink email,
and on the signage used during the event

Rapid Fire Sponsor - $600 - 6 of 6 available
• Four individual entries (includes sporting clays, shot gun shells for each flurry, lunch,
and a chance to win door prizes)
• Name recognition in the Connection business magazine, in the ChamberEDCLink email,
and on the signage used during the event

Pigeon Sponsor - $250 - Unlimited
• Two individual entries (includes sporting clays, shot gun shells for each flurry, lunch, and the chance to win
door prizes)
• Name recognition in the Connection business magazine, in the ChamberEDCLink email,
and on the signage used during the event
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Spring Mixer
April 4, 2019

One of our larger signature events of the season, the Spring Mixer will “wow” you with its festive atmosphere
and cheery attitude! Nearly 650 people will walk through a maze of over 50 Chamber EDC Member booths
and displays set up at the Ramkota Hotel & Conference Center. Wonderful food, drinks and prizes make this
event well worth the $5 admission. Join us and jump start your spring!

Presenting Sponsor - $1,500 - 1 of 1 available
• 16’ x 20’ showcase
• Option to give door prizes and logo items away throughout the event
• Twelve tickets for booth attendees to enter the event
• Premier Logo recognition in the Connection business magazine, in the ChamberEDCLink email,
and on the signage used during the event

Gold Sponsor - $1,000 - 2 of 2 available
• Three booth spaces, front corner placement
• Option to give door prizes and logo items away throughout the event
• Eight tickets for booth attendees to enter the event
• Logo recognition in the Connection business magazine, in the ChamberEDCLink email,
and on the signage used during the event

Silver Sponsor - $750 - 3 of 3 available
• Two booth spaces
• Option to give door prizes and logo items away throughout the event
• Eight tickets for booth attendees to enter the event
• Logo recognition in the Connection business magazine, in the ChamberEDCLink email,
and on the signage used during the event

Booth Sponsor - $300 - 60 of 60 available
• One booth space
• Option to give door prizes and logo items away throughout the event
• Four tickets for booth attendees to enter the event
• Name recognition in the Connection business magazine, in the ChamberEDCLink email,
and on the signage used during the event

Lounge Sponsor - $350 - 2 of 2 available
• Logo recognition in the Connection business magazine, in the ChamberEDClink email,
and on the signage during the event
• Company recognition on Holiday Hall walkway
• Option to give door prizes and logo items away throughout the event
• Option to introduce entertainment
*Option to add booth for $300
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Bismarck Mandan Chamber EDC
1640 Burnt Boat Drive
Bismarck, North Dakota 58503
701-223-5660
www.bismarckmandan.com

